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NEWS&HIGHLIGHTS

NCPTC Partners
with Wetterling,
Wins Congressional
Backing

WSU Grows
“Greener”
Winona State University is one of the
U.S.’s most environmentally responsible
colleges according to The Princeton
Review. The education services
company selected WSU for inclusion in
a unique resource for college applicants
called “The Princeton Review’s Guide
to 286 Green Colleges.”
Of the 286 colleges named to the list,
seven are in Minnesota. Winona State
is the only school within the Minnesota
State Colleges and Universities System
to be recognized.
By pledging to the American College
and University Presidents’ Climate
Commitment, WSU is on a path
to become carbon neutral by 2050.
The Integrated Wellness Complex,
a Silver Level LEED-certified
“green” building; “A Million Miles
Per Gallon,” encouraging the use of
bicycles; and “Recyclemania,” which
has produced more than 120,000
pounds in recycling this year, are just a
few programs that students, faculty and
staff have initiated.
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The National Child Protection
Training Center, headquartered on
the Winona State campus, has merged
with the Jacob Wetterling Resource
Center. The move combines resources
and strengthens common efforts to
ensure every child grows up in a world
free from abuse, exploitation, and
abduction.
Patty and Jerry Wetterling founded the
Wetterling Center in 1989 following
their son’s abduction near St. Joseph,
Minnesota. In addition to its Winona
Center, the NCPTC maintains
regional offices in St. Paul; Sarasota,
Florida; Columbus, Ohio; and
Bentonville, Arkansas.
In June, U.S. Senator Blanche Lincoln
of Arkansas introduced legislation
authorizing $20 million in federal
funding to expand the NCPTC’s
work. In addition to supporting
regional centers, the legislation would
provide funding to assist colleges
and universities to adapt the Child
Advocacy Studies minor. The CAST
program was developed in collaboration
with Winona State faculty members.

Warriors football team members
enjoyed playing “The Price
is Right” with Winona Manor
residents in April

Honored for Service
The Corporation for National and
Community Service has named
Winona State to the President’s Higher
Education Community Service Honor
Roll. WSU was one of 621 schools
recognized nationally for commitment
to service and civic engagement.
Thirty percent of WSU’s student
population was involved in community
service projects, totaling 120,000
hours of community service, during
the 2008-09 academic year. Notable
projects included: community outreach
through the Boys and Girls Club;
civic engagement as election judges;
and education on gender violence,
water quality, and art and cultural
development in rural economies.

The Mobile Child Advocacy Center visited the NCPTC and Winona State in May.

NEWS&HIGHLIGHTS

Students Achieve
Women’s rugby third nationally
Winona State University’s women’s
rugby team, the Black Katts, overcame
limited experience to finish third
nationally in Women’s Division II
Collegiate Rugby.
The team made WSU history as the
school’s first women’s rugby team to
compete in the national tournament,
which was held in Orlando, Florida.
The Black Katts won their opening
game in the 16-team tournament
before losing to eventual national
champion Washington State
University in the second round.
Women’s rugby became an official
club sport in 1992.

Going wireless … and green
Danish Shrestha and Andrew Popp
took the $7,500 grand prize in Digi’s
Wireless Green design contest.
Their “Team Hilotec” created a
prototype system to monitor energy
consumption throughout The Palm of
Destin Resort in Florida. Shrestha,
from Kathmandu, Nepal and Popp,
from Winona, are both computer
science majors.

New Deans Welcomed
The Colleges of Liberal Arts and Education welcome new deans
beginning in the upcoming academic year.
Ralph Townsend (above left) is new dean of the College of Liberal Arts.
Townsend was most recently chief economist for the New Zealand
Ministry of Fisheries. For more than 20 years he was professor of
economics at the University of Maine-Orono, where he served in a
number of leadership roles.
Hank Rubin (center) began as dean of the College of Education in July.
He comes from the Institute for Collaborative Leadership, where he
was president. Prior to that, Rubin was a distinguished visiting scholar
at George Mason University.
Ted Reilly, (above right) associate dean of Liberal Arts, assumes the
additional position of assistant vice president of academic affairs for the
WSU-Rochester campus. He takes over that role from Ken Gorman,
who retired this May. (Read more on Gorman in Class Notes, page 23.)

Grad nurses win
Winona State graduate nursing
students won top recognition at the
Mayo Nursing Research Conference
in March. For student research
posters, Virginia Nash placed first in
the DNP category; Roberta Bumann,
a faculty member, was second; and
Maura Boesch was third.
In the “in-progress” category for
master’s students, Heather Carrico,
Jodi Hellickson, and Cathy Mielke
placed first; Julie Graczyk, Lindsey
Olson, and Kristin Peterson placed

second; and Kerri Bjorkley-Campbell,
Jami Starling, and Jennifer Vagher
placed third. In the completed
research category, Kelly Derby,
Patricia Gilman, and Brianna
Skrukrud placed first for their
research.

Busse going to Germany
David Busse, a mass communication
and German major, will participate
in the yearlong Congress-Bundestag
Youth Exchange for Young
Professionals during the 2010-11

academic year. Busse was selected as
one of 75 participants. He will attend
intensive language courses, study at
a German university, and complete a
five-month internship with a company
in his career field.

Broadcasting Society multiples
WSU’s National Broadcasting
Society received multiple awards
at the 2010 National Broadcasting
Society National Convention in
Dallas. Nathan Siems received the
Rookie of the Year award; Megan
winona.edu/currents
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McNulty received the Grand Prize for
Audio Public Affairs Show, National
Communication Coordinator of the
Year award, and Honorable Mention
for Video Promo; and the chapter
received Motivated Chapter honors.

Giesen best poster
Jessica Giesen’s “Sands of the World”
presentation was selected as Best Poster
Presentation by an Undergraduate
Student in the North Central section
at the 2010 joint meeting of the North
Central and South Central sections
of the Geological Society of America.
Giesen developed lesson plans for
eighth-grade students that utilize sand
samples to teach about earth science.

Faculty Highlights
Toby Dogwiler, associate professor of
geoscience, co-authored “Disturbances
in the Habitat of Macrocotyla
Glandulosa (Kenk)” which was
published in Ecohydrology Journal.
Cal Fremling, distinguished professor
emeritus of biology, has been awarded
the Sigurd F. Olson Conservation
Award for his ongoing work with a
special focus on the Mississippi River.
The Izaak Walton League of America
sponsors the award. Fremling is an
expert on large river ecosystems.
Cindy Killion, professor and chair of
mass communication, received the

James Eric Chalgren Award for her
work to improve the lives of GLBT
faculty and employees within the
MnSCU System. She serves as a
mentor for faculty and has worked with
several organizations on campus, in
surrounding communities, and at state
levels.
Eugene Lundak, associate professor
of computer science, presented his
paper, co-authored with Narayan
Debnath and Paul Schumacher,
“Teaching a Course on Social
Implications of Computing in
Undergraduate Curriculum” at the
Midwest Instruction and Computing
Symposium at the University of
Wisconsin-Eau Claire. Gary Bunce,
Sudharsan Lyengar, and seven WSU
students also attended the symposium.
Lilian Ramos, professor of foreign
languages, presented a paper “Die
Mittagsfrau – A Tale of Estranged
Motherhood” at the North American
Christian Foreign Language
Association conference at Anderson
University (Indiana).
Tomas Tolvaisas, assistant professor
of history, published “Cold War
‘Bridge-Building’: American Traveling
Exhibits and Their Reception in the
Soviet Union, 1961-1967” in Harvard
University’s Journal of Cold War Studies.

Cassill takes WSU fishing
Zac Cassill (above left, was featured in the Spring 2009 issue of
Currents) and teammate Jerry Jonsgaard (above right) are representing
Winona State on the FLW National Guard College Fishing tour.
Cassill, a geoscience major, and Jonsgaard, a marketing major, compete
against other college teams around the United States. They have two
top-ten finishes this year, including a second at the Bull Shoals Lake
event in Missouri.
On their behalf, FLW Outdoors donated $5,000 to Winona State.
If Cassill and Jonsgaard advance to the national finals, they have a
chance to win $50,000 for the university along with another $50,000
for the WSU Bass Fishing Club.
6
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Ted Wilson, assistant professor of
biology, collaborated to edit the
Nutrition Guide for Physicians (Springer
Press). The book focuses on the
importance of nutrition in the work of
healthcare professionals. Winona State
biology professors Scott Segal, Bruno
Borsari, and Alice Brako contributed
chapters to the book.
Wei-Choun Yu, assistant professor of
economics, had his paper, “Forecasting
the Term Structures of Treasury and
Corporate Yields: Dynamic NelsonSiegel Models Evaluation” accepted for
publication by International Journal of
Forecasting.

PHOTO: Andrew Nyhus

ATHLETIC NEWS

On the
Fast Track

“W

e’ve been using someone else’s facility
for a long time,” said women’s head
coach Mason Rebarchek. “You don’t
realize how nice it is to have it until you’ve got it.”

beginning of the meet, I stood in the middle of the field
to take it all in. Teams were running at our facility,
in front of our hometown crowd. That was one of the
proudest moments of my track and field career.”

The “it” for Rebarchek and his Warriors women’s track
and field team is a brand new, $3 million home facility
located at Paul Giel Field, about two miles west of the
Winona State campus.

“To have a place to do what you love is one of the
greatest
gifts
The new track sparked the Warriors to
anyone
one of their finest ever seasons.
could ask
for,” said
Michelle
Potter, a thrower from Winona. “It’s an opportunity for
growth, to develop our program, to build a relationship
with the community.”

The state-of-the-art complex features an eight-lane
polyurethane running track, full throws and jumps
areas, scoreboard, and existing grandstand. Winona
State partnered with the Winona Area Public Schools,
Cotter Schools, and the Morrie Miller Athletic
Foundation to build the complex.
On May 1, the Warriors hosted their first home meet
in more than four decades. They immediately reestablished a winning tradition, beating eleven teams
on the women’s side of the meet (Winona State has not
sponsored men’s track and field since 1992).
Fifth-year senior Lindsey Derby christened the new
facility – and fired up her teammates – with shouts of
“We must protect this house!” echoing the popular
tagline of a sportswear company.
“Our program has never had a ‘house’ to defend,”
said Derby, a sprinter from Dubuque, Iowa. “At the

Rebarchek has already seen the facility’s effects on
recruiting. It certainly made an impact on his current
team, which enjoyed perhaps the finest season in
Warriors track and field history.
Winona State ranked ninth in national dual meet
polls and finished second in a tough Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference. Seven women qualified for
the NCAA Division II championships, recording nine
All-America performances while powering the Warriors
to a thirteenth place nationally. “This facility puts us on
even footing with other top programs,” said Rebarchek.
“It’s hard to underestimate what it means to our program
and the university.”

winona.edu/currents
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Budding Legacy for Student Giving
By Brian Voerding

A

unique program at Winona State has students
giving back long before they don caps and
gowns. The idea is to teach current students
the importance of passing the torch by
showing them how much of what they rely on every
day — from scholarships to classroom technology, from
recreational equipment to research opportunities — is
made possible by contributions from students, both past
and present.
The program is now called Warrior Legacy of Student
Giving, and, appropriately, it began with students.
Inspired by his fundraising work for the Integrated
Wellness Complex, A.J. Schuler ’08 began developing
the program with assistance from Keitha McCarthy, who
researched similar student giving initiatives.
“Someone believed enough in my future to keep this
campus going,” Schuler said, “so I wanted to invest in

Join Us
For the Integrated Wellness Complex Dedication!

someone else’s future. And then I thought, ‘Why can’t
everyone leave their legacy behind?’”
In its third year more than 125 donors from the Class
of 2010 contributed to the Warrior Legacy of Student
Giving. That’s higher than the most recent six alumni
classes combined. Grad Finale events held a few
weeks prior to commencement boosted awareness of
philanthropy, and left students with an understanding
that everyone can support the university.
Katie Indra ’09, who was active in building the program
before she graduated, said that the Warrior Legacy took
off as students learned that even the smallest gifts count.
“It’s the idea that there’s a part of you forever at Winona
State,” she said.
Learn more about the Warrior Legacy of Student Giving
at www.winona.edu/warriorlegacy.

Your gifts – large and small – made our innovative
Integrated Wellness Complex possible.
See how Winona State is creating a new era for health and well-being.
Join us for the dedication of the Integrated Wellness Complex:

Friday, September 17
1 p.m. on the Winona State campus
www.winona.edu/lighttheway
Continue to be a part of the excitement!
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SCHOLARSHIP NEWS

Koutsky Keeps the Music Alive
By Sarah Certa ’10

On a Friday in late August 2001, Bill Koutsky retired from his job at Winona’s Home 101
Radio after working in broadcasting for 33 years.
His career had been fulfilling; he
traveled and met many popular
recording artists and radio
personalities. But when ownership
of Home 101 changed, Koutsky
thought it was time for him to take a
new direction, too.
On his walk home, Koutsky passed
Winona State University, where
he’d graduated with a degree in
communication studies in 1975. He
happened to see facilities manager
Dick Lande outside. Half joking,
Koutsky asked, “Hey, Lande, you
have any job openings for me?”
The following Monday, Koutsky
found himself working as a part-time
facilities worker in Kryzsko
Commons. He shifted to West
Campus and Lourdes Hall before a
full-time position opened in Somsen
Hall. On his first day there, Koutsky

was told that he would be working in
the Performing Arts Center.
Koutsky was thrilled. “I had most of
my classes in PAC, and I love dance,
I love music, I love theatre — it
was a perfect fit for me. The perfect
building.”
He attributes his love for music
and theatre to his uncle, William
Koutsky, a teacher and Christian
Brother who deeply influenced
him. Brother William passed away
in 1981. In his honor, Koutsky is
establishing two Winona State
student scholarships: the Bill and
Brother William Koutsky Music
Scholarship and the Bill and Brother
William Koutsky Theatre and Dance
Scholarship.
Inspiration for the scholarships
came from the Floretta May Murray

Scholarship, for which Koutsky is
a trustee. “I was impressed by the
Murray scholarship,” he said. “I
wanted to do something for people
of need.”
The Koutsky scholarships
demonstrate Bill’s respect and
appreciation for the Music and
Theatre and Dance Departments,
and he hopes the awards will help
preserve the dance minor and
encourage deserving students. After
all, students and faculty from both
departments rehearse, teach, and
perform around him every day as he
makes his rounds in the Performing
Arts Center.
“The people in PAC have been so
good to me, and I wanted to give
something back,” Koutsky said. “I
just see so much talent there.”
winona.edu/currents
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Bill Meyer and crew
create “a little piece
of heaven” on the WSU
campus

Photo: Angela Kronebusch

Winona’s
Arboretum

M

any Winona State University students’ college search
ended the moment they set foot on the scenic campus,
knowing immediately it was the place they wanted to
live, learn, grow, and call home.

Today, students chitchat on benches, study in the shade of native trees, throw
Frisbees across wide-open spaces, and find much-needed moments of respite
amid clusters of blooming flowers and fragrant shrubs.

PHOTO: Big Guy Photography

But the campus wasn’t always a tree-laden garden retreat. Years ago, students
dodged traffic on the streets that crisscrossed campus. They walked across
gravel parking lots when traveling to and from class. And when class ended,
nobody seemed interested in lingering on a campus dominated by concrete,
dirt, and weeds.
The complete campus conversion — from bleak environment to lush
destination — is largely the work of one unassuming man.
Meet Bill Meyer: Slight, deeply tanned, with soft eyes and a shock of white
hair. Jeans, always. Today, a blue T-shirt. And his ever-present pruner tucked
into a leather holster.
He won’t tell you he’s the reason for all this beauty. He’ll point to his
longtime planting compatriot Amy Welch. The story of Meyer — the Tree
Guy, as he’s known — begins with Amy Welch, the Flower Lady.
When Welch, a senior groundskeeper, was hired in 1980, the campus was
barren. Dutch Elm disease had robbed the once-shady landscape of its most
distinctive feature. There was no budget for landscaping. So with scrap plastic
and old 2 X 4s, she built a greenhouse against the physical plant and began
growing flowers.

Bill “The Tree Guy” Meyer,
retiring senior groundskeeper,
transformed the largely
concrete campus into a
picturesque arboretum
boasting more than 600 trees,
representing 110 species.

Eight years later, when the university decided a landscaper was a priority,
Welch served on the hiring committee. She recommended Bill for one
reason: “He had working hands.” The committee agreed.
Meyer stepped on campus soil in 1987 with a two-word agenda: “Plant trees.”
For Meyer, tree planting is a celebrated ceremony of physical labor, fresh air,
and getting dirty. It almost always involves students and when complete,
bonds those working hand-to-hand. Over the years Meyer and his workers
planted some 300 trees and introduced 85 new species, including all 52 native
to Minnesota. The campus now boasts dozens of flower varieties and more
than a hundred tree species, and practically anyone from anywhere can find
the sights and smells of home, from Japanese Red Maples to Ohio Buckeyes.

winona.edu/currents
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The project, initially nurtured as a few flowerbeds planted by the Flower Lady
and a few trees planted by the Tree Guy, became a campus-wide movement.
Administration, students, faculty, staff, and alumni joined in on what became
known as the Campus Beautification Project, providing financial support, tree
donations, and labor.
The tree collection grew so impressive that then-university president Darrell
Krueger convinced Meyer, with the assistance of Tom Grier ‘90 / ‘97, to write
a book called The Trees of Winona State University.
So impressive that now-retired biology professor Carol Jefferson and others
began using Meyer’s work for an outdoor learning laboratory.
Jefferson would lead her students into the outdoor classroom and ask them
to look up at leaves, to kneel in the soil and study root systems and colorful
insects. She used Meyer’s tree book as a field guide for her natural history
course, and she’s not alone: The Trees of Winona State University has found its
way into classrooms from education to the sciences.
Students quickly discovered the campus’ unique beauty, Jefferson says, which
created a sense of ownership, pride, and a deep connection to place.
“If you see a bag blowing down the street, it’s easy to let someone else pick
it up,” she says. “But when you’ve gotten down on your hands and knees and
inspected pretty pink flowers stemming from the earth, when you’ve observed
the living things on campus, you want to pick up that blowing bag.”
The campus today is what Welch calls “a little piece of heaven right in the
middle of town.” Students no longer leave at first opportunity. Many Winona
residents consider it the centerpiece of city strolls.

Four architects of Winona State’s
stunning campus: retiring Facilities
Services workers (L-R) Chris Roffler, Bill
Meyer, Andy Burgess, and Tony Bronk.

Meyer hopes that such enrichment and appreciation will remain long after he’s
gone. He retired this summer and the university can’t afford to replace him.
But Meyer has a few tree disciples in the wings, and he trusts that they’ll carry
on his legacy.
Student groundskeeper Tommy Sawyer now keeps careful watch over Meyer’s
vulnerable saplings. “I make my rounds and give a little tender loving care to
his babies.”
Welch, too, says she is doing her best to “keep Bill’s babies going.”
“Hopefully, they’ll live to old age.”
Maybe with a little master assistance. After all, Meyer’s students joke that
even after retirement Meyer will get caught sneaking onto campus in the
middle of the night, his trusty pruner in hand.
Visit Currents online at www.winona.edu/currents, and:
j View photos of the campus before and after the
campus beautification
j Share your story about Bill
j Learn about Bill and Tom Grier’s upcoming book,
A Campus of Trees
j See Bill’s favorite spot on campus

winona.edu/currents
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Sustaining
Hope
Cassie Parkhurst helps increase access to education in Tanzania
By Emilie Kastner ’10

A

warm yellow sun rises and the children of Bunju A,
a village near the eastern coast of Tanzania, ready
themselves for school.

They walk miles on a dusty gravel road, their destination a
simple tin-roofed shelter covering bare concrete floors. A few
benches serve as desks. Once there, the children do their best
to concentrate, but their growling stomachs make it difficult
since many families cannot afford to send lunch.
Cassie Parkhurst, a recent Winona State University graduate,
is working to develop a solution.
During her second visit to Tanzania, which began in May,
Parkhurst piloted the Garden Lunch Program. She and two
fellow Winona State alumni, Eileen Moeller and Teresa
O’Neill, are working with Bunju A’s teachers and children to
cultivate a sustainable garden, so the schools will be able to
provide nourishing and affordable lunches.
This project is costing just $250 to start. In addition, the
trio plans to fund repairs to the village bus to transport
local children to school. Both projects will help break down
significant barriers to educating Bunju A’s children, and have
a huge impact on its families.
Parkhurst, a law and society major, first visited Tanzania in
2009 to teach English. She learned that school costs were out
of reach for many Tanzanian families, and saw firsthand the

14
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problems that a lack of education posed for the east African
nation.
She launched the Tanzanian Education Project, a grassroots
non-profit to support the growth of literacy and education.
Since then, Parkhurst has raised more than $10,000. She has
identified a number of goals for the project, including helping
erect libraries stocked with books; paying wages of villagers
to staff schools and libraries; providing learning tools such as
computers, lab instruments, and sports equipment; and
purchasing basic health care supplies such as bed nets,
eyeglasses, and toothbrushes.
“People love ‘feel-good’ causes, but that isn’t what this
is about,” said Parkhurst. “The long-term goal will be to
integrate the books, get children to use them, and give them
the skills to be successful.”
Like her Garden Lunch Program, Parkhurst is committed to
ensuring the Tanzanian Education Project is sustainable. She
hopes it continues to operate long after she has left
Tanzania. More than 500 children could be affected through
her organization, changing the quality of life for future
generations.
Word of Parkhurst’s work has spread beyond the village
limits of Bunju A. In April, she was honored with the Dr.
Mark Welter World Citizen Award. She used the $500
scholarship to free up other funds for Tanzanian Education

(Submitted photos)

Project operating costs, all of which she had previously paid
out of her own pocket.
Parkhurst, Moeller, and O’Neill will return to Minnesota
in the early fall of 2010. Parkhurst plans to continue her
education in a graduate program for international policy and
human rights. She has been offered a $30,000 scholarship to
Josef Korbel University in Denver, based on her humanitarian
efforts in Tanzania.

Her future will continue to be shaped by her experiences in
Tanzania. And, Parkhurst believes, the Tanzanian Education
Project will build a legacy of opportunity and hope for the
children of Bunju A.
“Not only should you be nice because it’s the right thing to do
as a person, and it should just be how we are, but it will help
you. You never know when you’re going to encounter someone
later on in your career.”

Skelley Puts Pieces Together in Bangladesh
opportunities there from Cathy
Jo Faruque, professor and chair
of social work. His community
health education major gave him

While Cassie Parkhurst was in
Tanzania, Winona State senior
Dustin Skelley was more than
4,000 miles and a continent
away working to improve life in
Bangladesh.
Skelley worked primarily as
a grant writer in the capital,
Dhaka, a metropolis with more
than 13 million people known
as the “City of Mosques.” He
worked for BRAC, a non-governmental
organization that battles poverty and
injustice throughout the country. One
of his successful grants, totaling about
$60,000, went to train Bangladeshi

little preparation for life in the
country, so he read everything
he could and made the decision
to go.

police officers to better understand and
protect the human rights of detainees.
Skelley knew little about Bangladesh, a
south Asian nation nearly surrounded by
India, when he heard about internship

“I had a good background in
theory and planning basics at
Winona State,” said Skelley of
his experience. “But there’s nothing like
having to find funding, coordinate, and
implement a program that can change
people’s lives. You learn to put the pieces
of the puzzle together.”

winona.edu/currents
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MY FAVORITE PROFESSOR

George Bolon

By Brian Voerding

In George Bolon’s classroom, flying was a privilege, never a right. Students were
grilled on each detail and sweated every flight lesson. Tough? Absolutely. Harsh?
Never. So what if he got in your face the second you got the smallest question
wrong. Just tough love to keep you from — as he put it — sucking pond water.

“I

ntense,” says Brandon Vondrak
’02. “The pressure was always on.”

“When I was learning to fly, I
thought, ‘George is just crazy,’” says
Dirk Bengston ’89. “Then I got in
the industry and learned that he was
absolutely right about everything.”
“It was his way or the highway, and
a lot of guys took the highway,” says
Bernie Philipps ’86. “The guys who
followed him all went on to succeed.”
Bolon, who taught aviation at Winona
State for nearly four decades, retired
this spring. He leaves legions of
students — an extended family, really
— with long careers as pilots, a family
so close that most have stayed in touch
for decades.
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He built a program focused on
individual experience that students say
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gave them the best possible training.
They remember him as a father figure
with a tough shell protecting plenty of
softness. Like his trademark uniform,
a tie underneath a sweater mussed
with crumbs. The way he’d beam at a
compliment. His rare jokes.
“Once he asked, ‘What’s the purpose of
the propeller?’” says Dave Rubenstein
’86. “Everyone’s throwing out answers
and he shoots us all down. Then he
says, ‘The propeller keeps the pilot
cool, because if it’s not turning, the
pilot begins to sweat.’”
He never asked you to call him
“Professor” or “Captain” or “Doctor.”
Just, “George.” When he’d dog you for
a spelling mistake, for not greeting a
man properly, that too had its purpose.
“He wanted to see his students succeed
not just in their careers, but in their
lives,” says Jason Blatner ’93.

His students readily recall their favorite
advice, which, when considered,
extended beyond the span of any wing.
Philipps: “He always made us check
two things and say them out loud: I’m
on the right runway and there’s nobody
comin’ at me.”
Bengston: “Shut up and fly the
airplane.”
Paul Ogren ’04: “Keep your instrument
scan going, because it’s easy to get
disoriented. All of us lose focus from
time to time on the steps it takes to
reach a destination. I scan daily to
make sure I’m on track. Personally,
professionally, with my wife, my kids,
financially.”
“To make sure I’m not sucking pond
water.”
Send us your memories of your own favorite
professor: on the web at www.winona.edu/
currents. At the Alumni & Friends website:
www.alumni.winona.edu. Or email us at
alumni@winona.edu.

Grandparents University is a new opportunity for
grandparents and grandchildren (recommended
ages 7-14) to come together for a 2-day educational
experience while spending time together on the
Winona campus. Participants will
enjoy the college experience of living
in the new residence hall, attending
classes with WSU professors and
sampling the many highlights
of WSU. Grandparents
University gives that special
grandparent an opportunity to
explore college life and create
lifelong memories with their
grandchildren. Grandparents
and grandchildren come
together to learn from each other in a dynamic
atmosphere.
Grandparents University is scheduled for Thursday
and Friday, June 23 -24, 2011. Grandparents and
grandchild select a major of study and participate
in classes over two days covering their field of
interest.

Join Fellow Alums at One of Our Events!
Alumni events are a great way to reconnect with old friends and
classmates – or meet new ones who share your purple pride! Alumni
Relations hosts a number of reunions and socials throughout the
year and around the country where Winona State alumni meet,
greet, and paint the town purple.

Join us at one of the following events. Learn more
at www.alumni.winona.edu.

August

September

17
28
4-5
11
17-19

Alumni Class of 2014 moves in! August 17

Alumni Relations

Announcing Grandparents University!

State Fair Picnic August 28
Newman Center Reunion 			
September 4-5
Brewers vs. Cubs at Miller Park, Milwaukee
All-Engineering Reunion September 17-18
Family Weekend September 18-19

Information is available at www.winona.edu/gpu.
General registration begins December 1, 2010.
Sign up for priority registration by email at
gpu@winona.edu or call 507.457.3900.
The Alumni Relations office and the Retiree
Center are working together to make this program
possible. The program is self-supporting and
relies entirely on the registration fees to cover all
expenses.

October

1-2
14-16

Interested in Planning a Reunion?
Throughout the year, Alumni Relations works
with alumni who are interested in connecting with
other alumni to host various reunion activities.
Some examples include reunions for athletic teams,
student organizations, academic departments, and
for alumni currently living in specific geographic
locations. The Office of Alumni Relations can
be a partner in your reunion, providing support
for the event that could include alumni lists, a
budget, and other guidance. If you are interested
in planning a reunion, please contact the office of
Alumni Relations at 1.800.342.5978 ext. 5027 or
at alumni@winona.edu.

November

February

‘00 and ‘05 Football reunion is October 1-2.

Your WSU Homecoming!

Winona State Homecoming 2010 is October 14-16.
See brochure in this issue of Currents for full
details!

13

Ultimate Scholarship
Event at Surly Brewery,
Twin Cities

10

Alumni Reunion at Copper Mountain
Ski Resort in Colorado (Discount rates
for WSU Alumni)
winona.edu/currents
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Current Perspective

The Warrior Hub
Remember trudging backand-forth across campus to
get a signature or turn in a form?
Students check on financial
aid, pay a bill, or submit
timesheets at the 35-foot long desk.

Graduated? Need transcripts?
Here’s where you get them.
Go online to find out how:
www.winona.edu/registrar/Media/
Official_Transcripts_For_Alumni.pdf

The second floor “hub” is
the heart of WSU’s integrated
student services.

Maxwell Hall, formerly filled
with library stacks, now houses
the Warrior Hub.

Warrior Hub
Located in the newly renovated Maxwell
Hall, the Warrior Hub is a one-stop shop,
merging services that Winona State students
use into a single location. Registration,
financial Winona
aid, payroll,
student accounts,
18
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it’s all there under one roof. “It combines
technology and quality face-to-face
services to provide integrated and efficient
services in a single stop,” says Paul Stern,
coordinator for Student Information.
“Designing and aligning services from a

One floor up (instead of separate
buildings): advising, career, and
disability services.

Registration lines are over,
punch cards are extinct. In
today’s world, students
register for classes online.

student perspective makes good sense,”
says Connie Gores, vice president for
Student Life and Development. “It
improves efficiencies and uses resources
more wisely, and it supports learning and
enhances their overall experience.”

It’s not all about academics.
Around the corner, students
can buy a parking pass (or pay
a fine!) and update their Purple
Pass (the campus ID and
debit card).

The “Somsen Runaround” and endless lines
(seen here circa 1969) are now history.

winona.edu/currents
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CHARACTER
BUILDING
WSU student tackles multiple acting roles in capstone project
By Sarah Certa ’10

M

eet Justin Atkinson: a
senior theatre major at
Winona State University
who boasts a range of performances
in his short acting career. He has
starred in Love Song, Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern are Dead and, in bravura
performance, took on seven individual
roles in a single one-hour play.
That play was Atkinson’s own
production of 21A, Kevin Kling’s oneperson comedy about a Twin Cities bus
route that carries an odd assortment of
personalities.
Structured as a series of monologues in
which events occur simultaneously, the
play opens with Atkinson as a tough
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bus driver smoking a cigarette and
doing a crossword. When he takes a
15-minute coffee stop at a gas station,
the rest of the passengers talk among
themselves.
The stage goes black in between scenes
and Atkinson rapidly transforms from
one character to another. We meet
Gladys, a woman in her late 50s with
curlers; Chairman Frances, a young
man with a Boston accent offering
“personal salvation;” a political science
student; a man who insists his name
is not Dave; Captain Twelve-Pack, a
talkative drunk wearing a beer case
as a helmet; Steve, a young boy with
a lateral lisp and an imaginary friend
also named Steve; and gun-wielding

Jim Shiply, who tells the other
passengers that he is not robbing them
but he needs their money.
Atkinson, originally from Farmington,
Minnesota, has been acting since his
junior year of high school. He has also
gained behind-the-scenes experience
as a lighting designer for WSU’s
Dancescape, the sound engineer for
the play Proof, and the stage manager
for the Vagina Monologues.
The idea to produce and act in a
one-man show for his senior capstone
project came to Atkinson in the spring
of 2009. “I’d never done a one-man
show before, and I knew it would be
a challenge that I would enjoy,” said
Atkinson.

“Working on walks and mannerisms
was a constant process — what worked
one day might not have necessarily
worked the next, and in the end
some mannerisms had to be cut just
because they were similar to another
character’s,” Atkinson said. It helped
him to repeat the characters’ lines.
“Through repetition I became more
comfortable with my lines, and then
I was able to play around more with
character quirks and tics.”
Atkinson spent as much time on the
production of the play as rehearsing
his characters. As producer, he was
responsible for assigning tasks to the
stage manager, assistant stage manager,
set designer, set constructionist,
costume designer, house manager, and
sound and light board operators.

“The hardest part of the show was just
keeping organized and making sure
everything that needed to get done
would get done in time,” Atkinson
said. “Since I was the one in charge of
deadlines, I had to make sure that I
was keeping on top of things and not
falling behind schedule.”
For his work on 21A, Atkinson
received an Irene Ryan Acting
Scholarship Audition nomination and
is invited to perform and compete in
the Kennedy Center
American College
Theatre
Festival
next spring.
Regional
and national
winners are
awarded scholarships
towards a graduate
school of their choice.
This is Atkinson’s
second Irene Ryan
nomination. “I was
really excited
about being

nominated, especially because it means
I get a chance to go to KCACTF
again even though I will have just
graduated.”
Atkinson plans to graduate this fall,
and although he does not have any set
post-graduation plans, he knows that
acting is something he will always do.
“I think my favorite part about acting
is that it is a learning process, mostly
about yourself. With each show you
learn a little bit more, and
as you gain more life
experience you have
more to bring to
your characters,”
he said.
“I am going to
continue to work in
theatre because I can
spend all my time
doing it and it doesn’t
get old. It’s always
exciting.”

(Submitted photos)

And a challenge it was. Production
began in late January, which left
Atkinson with less than two months
to not only learn the parts of seven
characters, but also to produce and
promote the play. He rehearsed with
director Jim Williams two hours a
day, six days a week, working to make
sure each character had a distinct
personality.

winona.edu/currents
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CURRENT PEOPLE

Gordon Elliott

W

hen Gordon Elliott ’59 believes
in something, he gives of himself
fully. His time, his expertise,
his insight, his perseverance:
everything is invested in a
successful outcome.

Elliott used that strategy to build an exceptional career
in the food services industry. He worked in a variety of
positions with major food retailers in the Twin Cities after
graduating from Winona State. Eventually, his company
sent him to Pittsburg, Kansas to manage a chain of grocery
stores, with a promise he could return to Minneapolis
in a year. Elliott stayed in Pittsburg when he joined a
small Pizza Hut franchise group. Thirty years later, he
would retire as president and vice chairman of the board
of directors of the group, National Pizza Company (now
NPC International), the largest Pizza Hut franchisee in
the world.
Throughout his career and into retirement, Elliott has
taken the same approach – and experienced similarly
positive results – in his philanthropic work. He says that to
really support an organization or project that you believe
in, it takes more than making a quick donation before
moving on to the next cause.
“I see philanthropy as multifaceted,” says Elliott. “Writing
a check might be part of it for most of us, but it’s important
to go beyond the financial commitment.”
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“Philanthropy is much like other investments. If I’m
willing to invest a reasonable amount of money in
something, then to help it grow, I also need to invest a
reasonable amount of time in it.”
Elliott recently won the 2010 Spirit of Pittsburg Award
in his adopted hometown in southeastern Kansas. At
the awards ceremony he was lauded not for his financial
contributions, but for his devotion of his time and business
talent to more than a dozen community organizations
and projects. Elliott’s behind the scenes work included
analyzing balance sheets, reviewing contracts, poring over
construction plans, and consulting with board members.
He has been just as involved in his support of his alma
mater and the university’s Light the Way capital campaign.
Elliott’s support of the Integrated Wellness Complex and
student scholarships has been important. When people
speak of his contributions, however, they steer towards his
financial acumen, his ability to cut through problems, and
the sound advice he has offered on the campaign.
“Making a difference to an organization or project means
getting invested, giving your time and talent, and staying
with it until you see it grow and succeed,” says Elliott.
“My philosophy is ‘If you see it, own it,’ and that’s how I
felt about getting involved at Winona State.”

1960s

Elsie Geiwitz ‘60 (Hokah, Minn.)
recently celebrated her 91st birthday
with a story in the La Crosse (Wis.)
Tribune. Elsie earned her degree
from Winona State Teachers College
and first began teaching at Hillsdale
School between Stockton and
Lewiston, Minn. After ten years in
rural schools she worked at a public
school in Hokah. After retiring in
1985, she pursued volunteer work
helping out with more than 26
organizations.
Gayle Goetzman ’61 (Winona) was
recently featured in a Winona Daily
News story that focused on her Big
Valley Ranch and love of horses and
riding. She hosted an open stable
event at Big Valley, which is located
in Winona. Gayle taught elementary
school for 36 years in Winona and

Rochester. In the seventies she
brought Winona State students to
her ranch for riding opportunities.
Gregg R. Gropel ’67 (Luverne,
Minn.) received the 2010
Distinguished Alumni
Humanitarian Award from
Minnesota State University,
Mankato in April. The award goes
to those whose lives exemplify
service to humankind and who
have demonstrated exceptional
dedication to humanitarian causes.
Gregg earned his undergraduate
degree at Winona State. He
taught in Luverne, coordinated a
community recreation program, and
headed Luverne’s new Community
Education Program. He was also
instrumental in implementing
the Dollars for Scholars program,
which awards scholarships to every
Luverne graduate.

1970s

Bob Walker ‘70 (Clinton, Iowa)
coached his Clinton High School
boys basketball team to the Iowa
Class 4A State Tournament.
The River Kings fell in the first
round. Walker, a former player at
Winona State, coached at Clinton
Community College and won 446
games in 25 seasons. He came out
of retirement to coach the Clinton
High boys.

CLASS NOTES

Class Notes

Paul ‘72 and Hjordy Wagner ’72
(Eau Claire, Wis.) have published
a book titled, Ready or Not …
They’re Gay (available at www.
readyornotstories.com) about being
the parents of two gay sons. The
book offers reflections, insights, and
advice for families, schools, and
workplaces. Paul and Hjordy split
their time between Eau Claire and

International Calling

Few have done more to boost Winona State’s
international engagement than Markos and
Gorman. And after a combined six decades
of service to the university, both ended their
tenures early this summer by retiring.
Markos, who retired as director of International
Services and Cultural Outreach, reckons that
there were only 30 or 40 international students
when she first started working at Winona
International advocates Terri Markos and Ken Gorman retired this summer
State 35 years ago. Today, there are more than
after six decades of service to the university.
300. The Cultural Outreach Program, which
connects international students with the community, is booked through 2017.

Photo: Angela Kronebusch

For the thousands of international alumni living
and working around the world, two faces at
Winona State are instantly recognizable: Terri
Markos and Ken Gorman.

Gorman, who served as dean of International Studies for only two years, nevertheless had a major impact on
broadening WSU’s global horizons and expanding partnerships with universities around the world.
“It is important to get outside our boxes and become aware of the wider world,” said Markos. “When we connect, we
understand that we all have common goals and common needs.”
winona.edu/currents
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Las Vegas. Both are retired from
their careers in education and remain
active in community and state
associations.
Bob Doetsch ’74 (Bemidji, Minn.)
has been named Administrator of
the Year by fellow school officials
in northwestern Minnesota. He
is superintendent of Blackduck
Schools. He earned both his BS and
coaching degrees at Winona State
and master’s at Northern Illinois
University.
Kay M. Palan ’76 (Boone, Iowa)
is the new dean of the Haworth
College of Business at Western
Michigan University. She was
associate dean for undergraduate
programs at Iowa State University’s
College of Business, where she
was a faculty member since 1994.
She holds a bachelor’s degree in
nursing from Winona State, MBA
from Morehead State University,
and a doctorate from Texas Tech

University. Her research has focused
on decision making in families,
consumer socialization, and how
children learn to become consumers.
She also was a registered nurse for
five years and has been a consultant
in the health care industry.
Dirk Peterson ’76 (Northfield,
Minn.) was named fisheries chief
for the Minnesota Department of
Natural Resources (DNR) on March
1. He earned his bachelor’s degree in
biology at WSU and has worked for
DNR fisheries for 32 years in field
offices, research, and administration.
Most recently, he managed the
central region.
Beckie Rolbiecki ’78 (Minnesota
City, Minn.) has been named the
2009-10 Wisconsin Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference (WIAC) CoCoach of the Year for the second
consecutive year. The Winona
State head coach led the 2009-10
Warriors gymnastics team to a 17-4

conference record with a season
high score of 185.25. The team
ranked sixth at nationals; the third
consecutive year the Warriors have
qualified.

1980s

Sherri Bjork ’80 (Tyler, Texas) is
the owner of JS Consulting, where
she focuses on excellence in therapy
through teaching and consultation.
Bob Stouffer ’80 (Urbandale,
Iowa) was recently recognized by
Drake University at its Believers
and Achievers Banquet as an
outstanding educator. The fifth
generation educator earned his
undergraduate degree in English at
Winona State. He went on to earn
a master’s at Northeast Missouri
State University (now Truman State)
and doctorate at the University of
Iowa. Bob is superintendent at Des
Moines Christian and also teaches
in the Drake University School of

Raymond is a Busy Man
Mark Raymond ’94 (Austin, Minn.) was recently
featured in the Austin Daily Herald for his
multiple roles as teacher, coach, and advisor at
Austin High School.

Eric Johnson/Austin Daily Herald

Although never a gymnast himself, Mark
coaches the Austin gymnastics team and credits
his background as a chemistry and physics
teacher for helping him understand the science
behind the sport. As a student at WSU, he
worked as a spotter for the gymnastics team.
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After a full day of teaching and coaching, he
spends several evenings a week advising Austin’s
robotics team. At first a composites engineering
major at WSU before a professor advised him
to go into education, the robotics team helps
Mark share his interest in engineering with his
students.
“I’m lucky to have an amazing wife who
understands that especially from November to
February, I get very busy,” Mark told the Herald.

Mary Zuckerman ’85 (Livonia,
Mich.) was appointed executive
vice president and chief operating
officer at DMC-Detroit Medical
Center. She is responsible for the
operations of all hospitals and
numerous corporate functions. She
joined DMC in 2004 and prior to
that spent eight years with Wayne
County (Michigan), the last two as
deputy county executive.
James Garber ’87 (Rochester,
Minn.) recently earned his sixth
college degree. After attending St.
Thomas University for three years,
his strong academic profile earned
him entry to the University of
Minnesota, where he received his
BS in 1958 and MD two years later.
Garber didn’t stop there, however,
earning a master’s in counseling
at Winona State (where his wife,
Rachel ’83, also earned a master’s in
counseling), a master’s in astronomy
at the University of Western
Sydney, and a PhD in humanities
at Columbia Commonwealth
University. His sixth degree came
this year, when the perpetual learner
received a degree in philosophy and
classic civilizations at St. Thomas.
Garber worked for nearly 40
years at Olmsted Medical Center.
These days, in addition to working
part time as medical director of
Rochester Metro Treatment, he
is working on a seventh degree, a
master’s in theology, and translating
a book on Hippocrates and 17thcentury doctor Sir Thomas Burnet
from Latin.
Rodney Peterson ’88 (Kasson,
Minn) announced his retirement
from the U.S. Army Reserves on
December 13, 2009.
John Zilla ’88 (Independence, Wis.)
is the 2009-10 Winona Daily News
Girls’ Baskeball Coach of the Year.
He coached Independence High

School to a program-best 24-2
record.
Lisa Baldus ’89 (Byron, Minn.)
has been named executive director
of the Rochester Community
and Technical College (RCTC)
Foundation. She will focus on
building the scholarship base and
strengthening alumni relations.
Prior to joining RCTC, Lisa worked
as a vice president at Premier Bank
and as an account manager with
Procter & Gamble.

1990s

Mark Blong ‘92 (Albert Lea, Minn.)
and his artwork were recently
featured in the Albert Lea Tribune.
An art teacher at Sibley Elementary
School, Mark’s enjoyment of the
outdoors is reflected in his art and
teaching. He also coaches track at
Southwest Middle School.
Troy Gunderson ’92 (Galesville,

Wis.) returns to West Salem, Wis.
as its new school superintendent.
He was West Salem High School
principal from 1993 to 2008.
Robert Zinser ’93 (Rochester,
Minn.) has been named business
banking manager for the southeast
Minnesota district by Wells Fargo.
He will lead business banking for
the region and manage a team of
relationship managers, business
associates, and credit analysts. He
has worked for Wells Fargo for the
past 12 years.

Class Notes

Education.

Kellie Becker ’94 (Plainview,
Minn.), who works at PlainviewElgin-Millville Elementary School,
was named Teacher of the Month
for January by the Rochester PostBulletin. She has taught second,
third, and fourth grades for the past
16 years.
Jason Meszaros ’94 (St. Michael,
Minn.) works as chief information

Ellen Jean’s Good Side

Proud parents Ellen Bateman Naeser ’97 and John Naeser ’97
welcomed new daughter Ellen Jean on October 4, 2009.
We enjoy seeing all of our alumni baby photos, but due to the
number received can select one for publication in Currents. View
more baby photos at www.alumni.winona.edu. You may also
submit baby photos at the Alumni Relations website, or email your
photos to alumni@winona.edu.
winona.edu/currents
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officer for the Minnesota
Department of Veterans Affairs.
Jason was a U.S. Army intelligence
and psychological operations officer
for 11 years and was awarded
the Bronze Star for his service in
Afghanistan. He has published a
non-fiction book, Interrogation
of Morals, about his experiences
in Afghanistan. Jason has been
a featured guest on radio shows
nationwide, speaking about
interrogation and intelligence
operations and the global war on
terror. Find his book at www.
interrogationofmorals.com.

and his wife, Laura, plan to re-open
the Old Rustic Mill restaurant near
Black River Falls, Wis.

Brian Adkins ’95 (La Crosse, Wis.)

Andrea Herman ‘97 (Anoka,

Christopher Kent ’95 (Rosemount,
Minn.) has been named as a partner
with Evantage Consulting, located
in Minneapolis. He advises clients in
the health care and financial services
industries.
Wayne Stenberg ’95 (Winona) is the
new executive director of Semcac.
Based in Rushford, Semcac provides
a range of human service programs
to support low-income individuals
and families in southeast Minnesota.

New Richmond News

After 35 years of teaching, all of it in the St. Croix school district, Kathy
Holle ’74 (Hammond, Minn.) is retiring. Hired after graduating from
Winona State as a physical education teacher, she made the switch to
elementary education and never looked back. Holle taught third grade at St.
Croix Elementary School for the next 19 years.
She told the New Richmond News, “It (third grade) is a teacher’s paradise.
The kids are really lots of fun. You see them learn things and want to learn
things.”
Holle has also helped her husband, Rick, operate a dairy farm just outside
Hammond. She plans to continue farm chores along with raising horses and,
perhaps, substitute teaching if the need arises.
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Matt Mohlke ’97 (Fountain City,
Wis.) introduced the award-winning
feature Big River Man at the
Sundance Film Festival. The writer,
adventurer, and “river guy” appeared
in the film.
Matt Urbanek ’97 (Chaska,
Minn.) coached his Jordan High
School boys’ basketball team to its
first Minnesota Class AA State
Tournament in 97 years. He was
named Class AA Coach of the Year.
Faith (Oberlander) Smith ’97
(Joliet, Ill.) and husband Jeff
welcomed their second child, Ruby
Rose Maxine, on November 19,
2009. She joins brother Rodney
Wayne. Faith is corporate director of
human resources for Meadowbrook
Manor; Jeff is aircraft mechanic
supervisor at Chicago O’Hare
International Airport.

Teacher’s Paradise
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Minn.) has been working as a
missionary in Guinea for the
Lutheran Church Missouri Synod.
The communications graduate is also
working on her master’s degree at
Concordia University, St. Paul.

Michelle Bahr ’98 (Belle Plaine,
Minn.) was named Building Teacher
of the Year by the Prior Lake-Savage
Area School District. Currently at
Glendale Elementary School, she
has been teaching physical education
in the district for ten years.
Alison Spiegel ’98 (Janesville, Wis.)
has been selected as principal of
Craig High School in the School
District of Janesville. She has served
as assistant principal at Craig since
2005 and was an English and
journalism teacher at Park High
School in Cottage Grove, Minn.
She earned her undergraduate
degree at Winona State, master’s at
Saint Mary’s University, and EDD
at Edgewood College.
Ed Harris ’99 (Chatfield, Minn.)
is the new superintendent of the

2000s
John Phelps ’00 (Winona) has been
named principal at Sheboygan Falls
High School in Wisconsin. For the
past three years, he was principal at
Winona Senior High School. Prior
to that, he served for 26 years as
football and track and field coach
and science teacher at Eau Claire
(Wis.) North High School. He
earned his master’s in education
administration at WSU.
Jeremy W.D. Pischke ’00 (Oakdale,
Minn.) recently graduated from
the Hamline University School of
Business, earning his MBA. Jeremy
also holds the JD from the Hamline
School of Law. He is employed at
Thomson Reuters in Eagan as an
account manager in the Law School
Publishing Division.
Andrew Carr ’01 (Marshall, Minn.)
has been named as the first head
football coach at Presentation
College in Aberdeen, S.D. He
was formerly an assistant coach
at Southwest Minnesota State
University. Carr played football
for the Warriors and will lead the
Presentation program as it begins
play at the NCAA Division III level.
Jason Fossum ’02 (Hastings, Minn.)
assumed the executive director
position with the Minnesota State
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University Student Association in
April. He earned his BS in public
administration at Winona State.

on May 29. Louis works at River
Star, Inc., while Whitney is
employed at Fastenal, Inc.

Amber (Johnson) Mulheron ’02
(Zimmerman, Minn.) and husband
Chad welcomed a son, Gavin Tyler,
on August 5, 2009. He joins sister
Leila Rose, who was born on April
1, 2008.

Caleb Turbett ‘05 (Wisconsin
Dells, Wis.) has been hired as head
professional at Christmas Mountain
Golf Course in the popular resort
area. Caleb was a successful golfer
for the Warriors.

Megan ’03 and Dave Gundry ’03
(St. Michael, Minn.) welcomed their
second son, Weston Michael, on
June 21. He joins big brother Jake.

Emily Jacobson ’06 (La Crosse,
Wis.) has joined the Provost’s Office
at the University of Wisconsin-La
Crosse on a full-time basis. She will
work on undergraduate research
endeavors.

Sara Schmidt ’03 (Bloomingdale,
N.J.) married Josiah Luke Carlson
on February 6. Sara earned her
master’s at Fairleigh Dickenson
University.
Tasha Schuh ’04 (Ellsworth, Wis.)
presented “Somewhere Over the
Rainbow: Hope Over Tragedy” at
the Fox Valley Women’s Connection
in Appleton. She shares her story
about her accomplishments despite
an accident that left her as a
quadriplegic during a 1997 theatrical
production.
Heather Antonsen Winblad ’04 and
Nathan Winblad ’05 (Rosemount,
Minn.) had a baby boy, Anthony
David, on January 5.
Nicole Frederick ’05 (Waseca,
Minn.) is working as a registered
nurse at St. Paul Children’s
Hospital. She is engaged to marry
Terry Jung on October 2.
Louis Grupe III ’05 and Whitney
Bluhm ’09 (Winona) were married

We want to hear your
news! Submit class notes, baby

photos, or keep up with your friends and
classmates at: www.alumni.winona.edu.
You can submit your information by email
at: alumni@winona.edu.

Mail your class notes to:

Alumni Office, P.O. Box 5838, Winona,
MN 55987

Class Notes

Chatfield School District. The Byron
native was formerly superintendent
of the Ogilvie School District. He
earned his master’s at WSU.

Tyler Shepard ’06 (Wayzata, Minn.)
has been named 2009 Emerging
Professional Teacher of the Year. The
award is given to a teacher with five
or fewer years of experience teaching
business education. Tyler teaches
business marketing and technology
at Wayzata High School. He began
teaching in 2006 and has also taken
on several advising roles at Wayzata
High School.
John Langins ’07 and Amanda
Getz ’08 (Pine Island, Minn.) were
married in May. Both are teachers at
Seven Hills Classical Academy.
Pete Wyttenbach ’07 (Mantorville,
Minn.), a fifth-grade teacher at
Kasson-Mantorville Middle School,
was named Teacher of the Month
for February by the Rochester PostBulletin.
Kim Danner ‘09 (Albert Lea,
Minn.), who graduated with a
master’s in counseling at Winona
State, made a switch from social
worker to school counselor at Albert
Lea High School.
Amanda Diehm ’09 and Ryan
Scheevel ’09 (Plymouth, Minn.)
married on June 12 in Red Wing.
Amanda works as a case manager
for a non-profit organization. Ryan,
a criminal justice major at WSU,
works for the Mall of America
Security Department.
winona.edu/currents
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1920s

Elna Krause (Lewiston, Minn.)
passed away on March 2. She was 99
years old. After attending Winona
State and the University of Minnesota
School of Agriculture she taught in
rural schools near Lewiston until
1933. Following the death of her
husband in 1975, she returned to
school and trained as a nursing
assistant, working for Lewiston Villa
Nursing Home and families in the
area for several years.

1930s

Gretchen (Kratz) Brodie ’31 / ’41
(Miami, Fla.) passed away on March
24. The youngest of nine children,
she taught in a one-room school in
Houston, Minn. after graduating
from the Winona State Teachers
College. She returned to Winona and
taught at Madison and Washington
Kosciusko Elementary Schools in
Winona. She completed her bachelor’s
degree in 1941, the same year she
married Jim Brodie. Teaching was her
calling, which continued in a gentle
way throughout her life.

Winona State and was a principal
in Blooming Prairie from 1969 to
1990. He also coached basketball and
football.
Milroy John “Roy” Tollin ’53 (St.
Charles, Minn.) passed away on
March 17 at Saint Mary’s Hospital
in Rochester. He served in the U.S.
Army Air Force from 1946-49 and
entered the Army Reserves after
his discharge, retiring in 1983 with
the rank of colonel. He earned an
education degree at Winona State
and taught physical education, driver
education, math, and history at St.
Charles High School from 1953-86.
He started the wrestling program at
St. Charles, in addition to serving as
a football coach and athletic director,
and was inducted into the Minnesota
Wrestling Hall of Fame in 1999.

Helen Dotzenrod ’55 / ’59 (Canton,
Minn.) passed away on April 1. She
earned her associate’s and bachelor’s
degrees from Winona State and
taught for 34 years in the MabelCanton area of Minnesota. In 2007,
she received the REAM Educator
Award for Outstanding Community
Pauline A. Abel ’38 (La Crosse, Wis.) Service and Leadership. She was
passed away on June 6 at Bethany St. much loved by her sixth-grade
Joseph Care Center in La Crosse.
students and fellow educators.

1950s

Raymond Oren Colwell ’51
(Owatonna, Minn.) passed away on
August 15, 2009. After graduating
from Winona State he served in
the U.S. Air Force and went on to
earn his master’s degree at Mankato
State College in 1958. Ray taught
English and art in the public school
of Benson, Minn. and Owatonna and
retired in 1993.
James Thorn ’51 / ’64 (Blooming
Prairie, Minn.) passed away on
March 6. He earned bachelor’s,
master’s, and specialist degrees at
28
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Peggy Smith Lueck ’58 (Shawnee,
Kan.) passed away on April 18.
Jeannine (Hardtke) Kalvig ’59
(Kenyon, Minn.) passed away on
December 31, 2009. Born and raised
in Winona, she earned her B.S. in
education at Winona State, moving
to Kenyon to teach for four years
and then one year at West Concord.
During that time she was active
with the Girl Scouts. After retiring,
Jeannine enjoyed camping, wintering
in Texas with husband Darrel, and
spending time with grandchildren.

1960s

Jon W. Kaiser ’60 (Fond Du Lac,
Wis.) passed away on November 24,
2009. A member of the Warriors’
basketball team from 1957-60, Kaiser
graduated with a degree in education
and obtained his master’s degree at
Colorado State University. He worked
as a teacher, counselor, coach, and
administrator and was principal in
West Bend, Wis., New London,
Wis., and Fond du Lac, Wis. He and
his wife, Patricia, who attended WSU
from 1959-61, enjoyed attending
Winona State basketball games and
Warrior Club events.
Sister Sarah Keenan ’61 (Rochester,
Minn.) passed away on May 20
at Assisi Heights. She entered the
Sisters of Saint Francis in 1943 and
later earned her master’s degree in
elementary school administration at
Winona State in 1961. A longtime
elementary teacher, Sister Sarah
served as principal at schools in
Rochester, Portsmouth, Ohio,
Winona, and Golden Valley.
Following 37 years in education,
she worked as emergency housing
counselor with Catholic Charities in
St. Paul and Minneapolis and as a
pastoral minister in Golden Valley.
She retired in 2003.
David Glazier ’61 (Welch, Minn.)
passed away on March 1 after battling
multiple myeloma. He taught and
coached track and field and football at
South St. Paul High School for more
than 30 years. He was a captain of the
football team while at Winona State.
Gerald C. “Jerry” McCartney ’61
(Green Bay, Wis.) passed away
on April 27. He taught industrial
education and math for 33 years.
Bob Hogenson ’63 (Winona) passed
away on January 26. He taught

times while protesting segregation of
lunch counters. He began working as
a social worker in 1969, a position he
held until 1995. He also worked as
a popular bartender and was an avid
reader and antique collector.

Dorothy McConnell ’64 (Chatfield,
Minn.) passed away on March 13.
She interrupted her education at
Winona State to marry her husband,
Jerry McConnell, and to move to
San Diego. In 1951 the McConnells
returned to Chatfield. Dorothy
completed her B.S. and taught school
in Chatfield for 25 years, specializing
in fifth grade social studies. In 1977
she was honored as Teacher of the
Year in Chatfield. Dorothy was active
in the Chatfield Historical Society
and helped create the Veterans
Museum and the Historical Museum
at the Thurber Building. After her
retirement, she wrote a weekly
column for the Chatfield News. She
self-published two books for family
and friends: My Journeys Through the
Years and Dorothy’s Diaries.

David Rounce (Wally) Moses ‘69
(Lake City, Minn.) passed away on
March 1. He taught for many years,
including as a special education
teacher in Pierz, Minn. and special
education coordinator in Faribault
where he retired in 1985. He and
his wife, Karen (Sather) Moses ’68,
taught in Indonesia until 2004 before
opening Moz’s Lakeside Coffee
Emporium in 2007.

Robert G. Bosman ‘65 (Woodstock,
Ill.) passed away on May 13.
After earning his bachelor’s at the
University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
he received his master’s at Winona
State and doctorate at Northern
Illinois University. A teacher
and principal for many years, he
supervised student teachers at
Northern Illinois following his
retirement.
Michael Lyons ’66 (Philadelphia,
Penn.), a longtime city worker and
civil rights activist, passed away on
June 24, 2009 after a long battle with
cancer. He moved to Philadelphia
following graduation and served in
Volunteers in Service to America,
working on anti-poverty efforts.
He was active in the civil rights
movement and was arrested numerous

1970s

Loretta Berglund ’74 (Rochester,
Minn.) passed away on February 6.
She earned her B.S. in education at
Winona State and was a substitute
teacher in Byron for many years.

1980s

Brad Burch ‘82 (Rochester, Minn.)
passed away unexpectedly on April
5. He earned his degree in mass
communication and was known as a
world traveler and photographer.

1990s

Catherine ‘Cat’ Borell ’98
(Rochester, Minn.) passed away on
May 11 after a battle with breast
cancer. She married Jeremy James
Borrel on March 7, 2009, and worked
as a sales manager for the Double
Tree Hotel in Rochester.

2000s

Timothy James Gage ’04 (Anoka,
Minn.) passed away on March 17
following a battle with cancer. He
was an active cast member at the
Lyric Arts Theatre in Anoka and
several other community theaters.

Faculty, Staff & Friends
Paul Griesel, Jr., who worked in
Facilities Services for 30 years, passed
away on April 26. He retired in 2000.
Donald James Hunter, professor
emeritus of economics, passed
away on March 23 in Winona. He
earned his PhD in agricultural
economics while teaching at Iowa
State University and taught at
Ursinus College and then Winona
State, where he joined the faculty in
1974. He taught at WSU until his
retirement in 1989.

In Memoriam

in Farmington, Northfield, and
Fountain City, Wis., before returning
to Winona. He was a principal for
ISD 861 and spent most of his career
at Washington Kosciusko Elementary
School.

Eugene Kangas, former faculty
member in business administration
and marketing, passed away on
January 30 in Dayton, Ohio. He was
a college professor for more than four
decades.
Barbara Ricciotti, spouse of Dominic
Ricciotti, professor emeritus of art,
passed away on May 3.
Charlotte H. Tripp
’70, professor emerita
of nursing, passed
away on May 15 in
Winona. She began
working as a nurse’s
aid in high school.
She earned her LPN at Winona
Technical College, BSN at Winona
State, and master’s at the University
of Minnesota. She taught at Winona
State for 25 years and retired in 1998.
During her career, she taught more
than 1,600 students. She received
many honors and awards, including
Nurse Educator of the Year by the
Kappa Mu Chapter of Sigma Theta
Tau in 1994.
Robert Keller Wilson passed away on
May 30 following a two-year battle
with cancer. He worked as a faculty
member and librarian at Winona
State for 29 years.
winona.edu/currents
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Joe Reed’s most memorable
WSU Homecoming themes:

A Few Minutes With

JOE REED

H

omecoming 2010 is just around
the corner (October 14-16).
Who better to spend a few
minutes with than Joe Reed? The director
of the Winona State Student Union has
coordinated WSU Homecoming since
1989. The 2010 celebration, however, will
be the final one that Reed organizes. Next
year associate director of student activities
and leadership Tracy Rahim takes over the
reins.
t Twenty years ago Homecoming was a lot smaller.
The parade has more than doubled to 90plus entries.
t It’s a truer “Homecoming” now. The students
have fun, but there are more events for
alumni. There’s tailgating at the game, the
Warrior Club Auction, Pep Fest, alumni
reunions. It’s a great time to come back.

t Selecting the right theme is really important.
That determines what student groups can
do with their floats. Most of the ideas for
themes come from students, and I think
that’s what sets our Homecoming apart.
Joe Reed (left) with homecoming successor Tracy Rahim.

Joe Reed’s “to do”
list to ensure a
smooth Homecom
ing:

3
3

Parade permit fro
m City of
Winona

Hay wagons, flatb
eds,
convertibles for flo
ats and
dignitaries

3

Lunch for America
n Legion
color guard

30
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“Disco Fever” (1996) – great
costumes; terrible music

“Around Winona in Seven Days”
(1989) – Reed’s homecoming
baptism
“Looney Toons” (1997) –
Minnesota state bird theme after
Warner Bros. hints at lawsuit

“Mardi Gras” (1994) – New Orleans
celebration inspires best lineup of
floats ever

t When I first started we paid commercial floats
and marching bands to enter the parade. We’ve
made it more of a university event and
gradually phased that out.
t There are more floats, but the parade route
down Huff Street is shorter. It used to tie up
traffic coming off the Interstate Bridge,
which could be a problem.
t One of my favorite “floats” was when the TKEs
rolled a hot tub down Huff. That really got the
crowd going.
t Other traditions have changed over the years,
too. We no longer have a dance. For a while
there was a band, but things could get out
of hand. We still coronate a Homecoming
Court but we moved it to Tuesday night so
they can reign all week.

Three themes that didn’t
make the cut:

1.

“Walk on the Wild Side” –
revelers might have taken this
one literally

2. “Born to Run” – gave

Homecoming Committee all sorts
of ideas about fleeing

3. “Back to the Future” – Physics
Department’s time-travel float
threatened to alter future events

Homecoming

HONOREES

Awards of Distinction Recipients:
Distinguished Alumni:
Tom Healy ‘65
Distinguished Alumni:
Mike Rivers ‘70
Distinguished Young Alumni:
Tracy Coenen-Schaefer ‘98
Distinguished Service:
Mark Patterson ‘73
Distinguished Service:
Karen Fawcett ‘83
Distinguished Faculty/Staff:
Ken Gorman
Distinguished Faculty/Staff:
Howard Munson
Hall of Fame Inductees:
1985 Gymnastics Team
Darrell W. Krueger
Travis Walch ’97, ‘03
Bruce Zellmer ‘64
Grand Marshalls / Heritage Award:
Jeb and Pam Griffith

BANQUETS

(RSVP and prepayment required)
Distinguished Awards Reception and Banquet
Thursday, October 14
6:00 pm Reception; 7:00 pm Dinner
Tau Center, West Campus
$25 per person; cash bar

50th Reunion and Enduring Flame Luncheon and
Program
Friday, October 15
1:00 pm
Purple Rooms, Kryzsko Commons
$15 per person
Athletic Hall of Fame Reception and Banquet
Friday, October 15
6:00 pm Reception; 7:00 pm Dinner
McCown Gymnasium, Memorial Hall
$20 per person; cash bar

SOCIAL GATHERINGS
2005-2010 Alumni Party
Friday, October 15
7:00 pm – 9:00 pm
Market Street Tap
117 Market Street
Alumni & Friends Continental Breakfast
Saturday, October 16
8:30 am
Alumni House, 227 W 7th Street
No charge
Pre-game Tailgate
Saturday, October 16
11:15 am until food runs out
Parking Lot outside Verizon Wireless
Stadium
No charge; first come first served
Gymnastics Reunion
Saturday, October 15
11:15 am Tailgate, Parking Lot outside
Verizon Wireless Stadium
3:30 pm Program, Purple Rooms, Kryzsko
Commons

ATHLETICS

Advance tickets available online at
www.winonastatewarriors.com.
Warriors Soccer vs. Northern State
Friday, October 15
7:00 pm
Maxwell Field at Verizon Wireless Stadium
Warriors Football vs. Augustana
Saturday, October 15
1:00 pm
Maxwell Field at Verizon Wireless Stadium
18th Annual Warrior Club Auction
Saturday, October 15
4:00 pm
East Hall, Kryzsko Commons

ACTIVITIES
Alumni College: Professor for a Day
Thursday & Friday, October 14 & 15
8:00 am to 4:00 pm
Campus-wide
Pep Fest
Friday, October 15
12:00 noon
Mark Street near Sheehan Hall
New Residence Hall Dedication
Friday, October 15
12:30 pm
Mark Street near Sheehan Hall
New Athletic Hall of Fame Dedication
Friday, October 15
5:00 pm
Hall of Fame, Integrated
Wellness Complex
Atrium

Rock and Roll Winona

3rd Annual Warrior Waddle 5K
Walk or Run
Saturday, October 16
8:00 am
East Lake Winona
Register online at
www.alumni.winona.edu
WSU Bookstore
Thursday & Friday
October 14 & 15
8:00 am to 5:00 pm
Saturday, October 16
9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Lower Level, Kryzsko
Commons

✁
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RSVP Return Form

Winona State University Homecoming 2010 Registration
(Return this form only if you have not registered online. To register on line go to: www.alumni.winona.edu)
Name _ _________________________________________________________________
first

last

maiden

Warrior Zone at at Verizon
Wireless Stadium
Saturday, October 16
11:00 am to 4:00 pm

Home Phone _______/______________________________________________________

Parade - Huff Street Route
Saturday, October 15
10:00 am Alumni Seating
near Central Lutheran
Church Parking Lot

Email __________________________________________________________________

Register Today!

Address _____________________________________________ Grad Year ____________
City/State/Zip _____________________________________________________________
Guest _ _________________________________________________________________
first

last

maiden

Home Phone _______/______________________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________ Grad Year ____________
City/State/Zip _____________________________________________________________

On line:
www.alumni.winona.edu.

Email __________________________________________________________________

Or return attached form.

Distinguished Awards Banquet_______________ @ $25 per person = $_ _______ Thursday 10/14
For seating purposes, please check one:
Healy
Rivers
Coenen-Schaefer
Patterson
Fawcett
Gorman
Munson
Other (No special seating required)

Schedule changes and updates will be posted on
the web as they become available at
www.alumni.winona.edu.

50th Reunion & Enduring Flame Banquet
Lunch_____________________________ @ $15 per person = $_________ Friday 10/15

The Alumni Relations office can be contacted at
alumni@winona.edu
1-800-242-8978 x5027; 457-5027.
Hotels fill up quickly for Homecoming
weekend. Make your reservations
early. For more information, go to
www.visitwinona.com.
AmericInn
507-457-0249
60 Riverview Dr
Days Inn
507-454-6930
420 Cottonwood Dr

The Plaza Hotel Suites
(Holiday Inn)
507-453-0303
1025 Hwy 61 E
Holiday Inn Express
507-474-1700
1128 Homer Rd
Nichols Inn
507-454-6066
1025 Sugar Loaf Rd

Quality Inn
507-454-4390
956 Mankato Ave
Riverport Inn
507-452-0606
900 Bruski

Athletic Hall of Fame Banquet
Dinner_____________________________ @ $20 per person = $_________ Friday 10/15

TOTAL ENCLOSED $ _______
Special Dietary Needs ________________________________________________________
• Check enclosed made payable to WSU Foundation. Check No. ___________
• Credit card # ________________________________________ Exp. _________________
VISA
MASTERCARD
Signature _________________________________________________________________
Submit by September 30, 2010 to:
Winona State University • Alumni Relations • PO Box 5838 • Winona, MN 55987-5838
Toll-free: 1-800-242-8978 ext. 5027 • Local: 457-5027 • Email: alumni@winona.edu
www.alumni.winona.edu
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Thursday, October 14  t
8:00 am to 4:00 pm
8:00 am to 5:00 pm
6:00 pm
7:00 pm

Alumni College: Professor for a Day
Campus-wide
Bookstore Hours
Lower Level, Kryzsko Commons
Distinguished Awards Reception
Tau Center, West Campus
Distinguished Awards Dinner
Tau Center, West Campus

Friday, October 15 t
8:00 am to 4:00 pm
8:00 am to 5:00 pm
12:00 noon
12:30 pm
1:00 pm
5:00 pm
6:00 pm
7:00 pm

k
c
o
R
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Winona

7:00 pm
7:00 pm

Saturday, October 16  t
8:00 am
8:30 am
9:00 am to 5:00 pm
10:00 am
11:00 am to 4:00 pm
11:15 am
11:15 am
1:00 pm

Homecoming

Alumni College: Professor for a Day
Campus-wide
Bookstore Hours
Lower Level, Kryzsko Commons
Pep Fest
Mark Street near Sheehan Hall
New Residence Hall Dedication
Mark Street near Sheehan Hall
Enduring Flame Society Luncheon and Program
Purple Rooms, Kryzsko Commons
New Warrior Athletic Hall of Fame Dedication
Integrated Wellness Complex Atrium
Athletic Hall of Fame Reception
McCown Gym, Memorial Hall
Athletic Hall of Fame Dinner
McCown Gym, Memorial Hall
2005-2010 Alumni Party
Market Street Tap, 117 Market Street
Warriors Soccer vs. Northern State
Maxwell Field at at Verizon Wireless Stadium

3:30 pm
4:00 pm

3rd Annual Warrior Waddle Walk/Run
East Lake Winona
Continental Breakfast
Alumni House, 227 W 7th Street
Bookstore Hours
Lower Level, Kryzsko Commons
Homecoming Parade
Huff Street Route
Bookstore Hours (at Football Field)
Warrior Zone at Verizon Wireless Stadium
Pre-Game Tailgate
Parking Lot Outside Verizon Wireless Stadium
Gymnastics Reunion Tailgate
Parking Lot Outside Verizon Wireless Stadium
Warriors Football vs. Augustana
Maxwell Field at Verizon Wireless Stadium
Gymnastics Reunion Program
Purple Rooms, Kryzsko Commons
17th Annual Warrior Club Auction
East Hall, Kryzsko Commons
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